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From Hilbert’s Program to Reverse Math.

Hilbert’s Reductionism Program:
Reduce the whole math to finite math.

Reverse Math Program (Friedman-Simpson):
Reduce a stronger system 

to a weaker system (PRA).
How much math can be developed 
within the stronger system?



Practice of Reverse Mathematics



Reverse Mathematics

Reverse math classifies mathematical theorems, 
according to which set existence axioms are need 
to prove them.

Framework:



Classes of Formulas

Bounded formulas         , only with

Arithmetical formulas          , with no set quantifiers

Analytical formulas:



Big five subsystems



Some results of R. M.



Remarks.

While doing reverse mathematics, one often needs to 
invent a new proof or modify an old proof for the 
popular theorem, so that it suits for a weaker subsystem.

For instance, to prove the Peano existence theorem 
wihin                , Simpson (1984) invented a new proof 
which does not depend on the Ascoli lemma, which is 
known to be  stronger than               .

Non-standard methods are useful in many cases.



A remark after a nonstandard proof of the 
Peano existence theorem in
Albeverio, et al., “Nonstandard methods in stochastic 
analysis and mathematical physics (1986)”, p. 31.

Nonstandard praxis is remarkably constructive.
In the standard approach one uses in the final step 
the Ascoli lemma. This part of the argument is 
lacking in the nonstandard proof.
It is possible to recast the nonstandard proof to 
give a proof of the Peano existence theorem where 
the only nonrecursive element is the weak Konig’s 
Lemma. 



Non-standard methods

Conservation:

Inner models:

Outer models:



Conservation results

Shoenfield:

Barwise-Schlipf:

Harrington:

Simpson-T.-Yamazaki (2002):



Application of Simpson-T.-Yamazaki's result

The fundamental theorem of algebra (FTA):

Any complex polynomial of a positive degree

has a unique factorization into linear terms.



Inner model methods

Count. corded    -models  and reflection.

Resplendency and recursive saturation.

Defining the satisfaction relation on     .



Defining the real number system

The following definitions are made in           .  

Using the pairing function, we define       and      .

The basic operations on       and      are also naturally 
defined.

A real number is an infinite sequence          of rationals
such that                                for all              . 

The operations on         are also defined so that the 
resulting structure is a real closed order field.



Satisfaction on

Simpson-T.-Yamazaki

Sakamoto-T. (2004)

The following fact (called strong FTA) is essential:



Applications of Sakamoto-T’s result



Outer Model Method
Theorem (H. Friedman, Kirby-Paris)

Theorem (T.) A converse to the above holds.



Thm. (self-embedding for            , T. 1997)

Self-Embedding Theorems

History of self embedding results.

(Proof) By a back-and-forth argument.

Cor.



Application (the maximum principle)

(Proof) 



Application (New)

(Proof) 



Other applications



Application (Sakamoto, Yokoyama)

(Proof) 



Outer model method for 

This easily follows from
Theorem (Gaifman): 



Applications

(Proof) 
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